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The Russell 2000 Index returned -4.4% in the third quarter of 2021. GLA’s Small Cap portfolio returned
-2.7%, outpacing the index by 164 basis points. Year-to-date, the portfolio is up +18.4% versus the
Russell 2000 index of +12.4%, outperforming the index by 600 basis points.
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The equity markets pushed through August, but fell in September as investors became more cautious
and the mixed economic data unnerved confidence about the current economic recovery. The
resurgent Delta variant, inflation concerns, and supply chain issues added to the worries. This was the
first negative return for the Russell 2000 Index since the first quarter of 2020.
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Digging deeper, however, the sector performance did not reconcile with all of these worries. Typically,
in uncertain times, the defensive areas of the market tend to outperform the more cyclical ones. That
was not the case in the quarter. The best performing sectors were Energy and Financials. Energy was a
beneficiary of higher oil prices, and Financials benefited from higher interest rates. On the flip side, the
worst performing sector was Health Care, a sector that is typically considered a defensive area of the
market.
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From a factor perspective, small cap value (-2.9%) once again outperformed growth (-5.6%) in the
quarter. In fact, this has been the case for all three quarters so far this year. While it’s nice to see value
outperform growth, the more relevant factor for our portfolio is the outperformance of quality
(earners, higher returns on equity, and lower leverage) versus lower-quality in the quarter.
In previous letters, we’ve highlighted that the pandemic environment was one of the worst periods for
quality investing. Historically, quality wins over the long-term, and we believe it should rebound
similarly to what value recently experienced. Our portfolio is in great position, as we believe the
companies we own are superior to that of the index. Additionally, our portfolio on almost all valuation
metrics is trading at a discount to the index. We expect this to be a winning combination longer-term.
THIRD QUARTER ATTRIBUTION
The GLA Small Cap portfolio’s value declined -2.72% in the quarter, but it enjoyed a solid relative
performance, besting the Russell 2000 Index by 164 basis points. The outperformance was driven by
both sector allocation (+87 basis points) and stock selection (+76 basis points). Our underweight
position in Healthcare, the worst performing sector, was the major contributor to the positive sector
allocation. We had strong stock selection across the board, helping us outperform in seven of the
eleven economic sectors. The key contributors were Health Care, Financials, and Real Estate. Offsetting
this was weak stock selection in Energy and Industrials.
Contributors
• Healthcare was our best performing sector on a relative basis, adding 188 basis points of alpha. As
noted above, our underweight position, particular in the biotechnology industry (which accounts for
9% of the Russell 2000 Index and declined 12% in the quarter) helped us to outperform, but our
strong stock selection drove the bulk of the alpha. Four of our five healthcare holdings were up. In
aggregate, our stock selections were up 4% versus -10% returns for the sector.
• Similar to the healthcare sector, strong stock selection across the board in Financials drove our 63
basis points of outperformance. Six of our nine holdings were in positive territory.
Detractors
• The Industrial sector detracted 113 basis points on an attribution basis.
• The portfolio’s Energy sector dinged our relative performance by 86 basis points.
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THIRD QUARTER ATTRIBUTION
GLA
WEIGHTING

R2000
WEIGHTING

GLA RETURN

R2000 RETURN

SECTOR
ALLOCATION

STOCK SELECTION

ACTIVE
CONTRIBUTION

Comm. Services

2.32

1.17

-16.00

-3.09

0.03

-0.31

-0.27

Consumer Disc.

16.22

12.67

-6.23

-9.57

-0.16

0.54

0.38

Consumer Staples

0.26

3.08

-5.62

-5.40

0.04

-0.01

0.02

Energy

3.40

3.53

-20.02

1.99

-0.10

-0.76

-0.86

Financials

22.68

18.95

3.16

1.20

0.19

0.44

0.63

Health Care

9.66

19.53

4.13

-9.91

0.59

1.29

1.88

Industrials

18.46

14.03

-8.63

-1.25

0.20

-1.32

-1.13

Technology

12.68

15.83

-2.20

-4.67

0.02

0.30

0.32

Materials

7.49

4.16

-1.77

-4.47

-0.00

0.20

0.20

Real Estate

3.33

4.26

12.55

-0.07

0.01

0.39

0.40

--

2.47

--

-3.63

-0.02

--

-0.02

Cash

3.53

--

0.01

--

0.09

--

0.09

Total

100

100

-2.72

-4.36

0.87

0.76

1.64

SECTOR

Utilities

Source: FactSet. Performance numbers are gross of fees.

MARKET OUTLOOK
These are unprecedented times – that much is for sure.
Do record high profit margins fueling record high corporate profits
justify a pricy stock market? Do incredibly easy financial conditions?
So far, they have. Rapid expansion of the Fed’s balance sheet, huge
fiscal stimulus, and record low real yields are fueling a sharp
corporate recovery – but have also fueled inflation. Strong increases
in crude oil and many other commodities have led to a 40 year high
in PPI; the jury remains out on whether this will continue to fuel
consumer price increases.
The stimulus has certainly also boosted the jobs market, with
payrolls – and wages – still growing solidly. The housing market has

also been a significant beneficiary of easy conditions and COVIDdriven re-prioritization. New home permits, starts, and sales remain
solid, existing home sales continue at a robust pace, and the CaseShiller indices are each up close to 20% year over year. Kind of
reminiscent of 2003-2005.
Industrial production has continued its strong recovery, and ISM
readings indicate this will continue. Global shipping has awoken
from its long slumber, and the Baltic Freight Index is up quite sharply
– to 13 year highs.
So yes, stimulus has gotten investors wonderful stock price
appreciation up through now, but caution is certainly warranted at
these lofty levels.

The data in the attribution table represent the returns for each sector and for the gross returns for a representative composite account for one quarter ending the current calendar
quarter. Individual account returns may vary.
Great Lakes Advisors, LLC (“Great Lakes” or “GLA”) is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940.
Established in 1981, Great Lakes is a subsidiary of Wintrust Financial Corporation and a part of the Wintrust Wealth Management family of companies. On October 1, 2013,
majority owned subsidiary Advanced Investment Partners, LLC (“AIP”) became fully-owned and integrated into Great Lakes. Great Lakes is a distinct business unit with distinct
investment processes and procedures relating to the management and/or trading of investment portfolios for its clients.
Great Lakes Advisors, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not
endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. Policies for valuing investments, calculating performance, and
preparing GIPS Reports are available upon request. A list of composite descriptions is available upon request. Great Lakes Advisors, LLC’s fees are available upon request and may
be found in our Form ADV Part 2A. Performance data quoted herein represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Returns and net
asset value will fluctuate.
Manager commentary represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of
future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice. To determine if this strategy is appropriate for you, carefully consider the
investment objectives, risk factors, and expenses before investing. The holdings, industry sectors, and asset allocation are presented to illustrate examples of the securities bought
and the diversity of areas in which we may invest, and may not be representative of current or future investments. Portfolio holdings subject to change and should not be
considered investment advice. The specific securities identified and described do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients and it
should not be assumed that investments in the securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable. To obtain a list of all securities recommended during the past year,
contact Great Lakes Advisors (GLA) at 312.553.3700. Actual clients’ portfolios may or may not hold the same securities depending on the guidelines, restrictions and other factors
of the specific portfolios.
Frank Russell Company (“FRC”) is the source and owner of the Russell Index data contained or reflected in this material and all trademarks and copyrights related thereto. The
presentation may contain confidential information and unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, dissemination, or redistribution is strictly prohibited. This is a GLA presentation of
the Russell Index data. Frank Russell Company is not responsible for the formatting or configuration of this material or for any inaccuracy in GLA’s presentation thereof.
Standard and Poor’s, a division of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., is the owner of the trademarks and copyrights relating to the S&P Index. The product is not sponsored,
endorsed, sold or promoted by Standard and Poor’s. Standard and Poor’s makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in the Product.
The index performance figures are calculated in U.S. dollars and reported on a gross basis. The index returns reflect all items of income, gain and loss and the reinvestment of
dividends and other income. Fees, including but not limited to the advisory fee, transaction and custody charges, would reduce the return. Investors cannot invest directly in an
index. These indexes are not managed or sold by Great Lakes Advisors. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 21-6-0125
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